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Introduction 
Stable structural formations of carbon atoms 

such as fullerenes, nanotubes and onions posses 
unique properties [1-9] mainly determined by the 
electronic structure. Since the p-type electronic 
states make the main contribution into the inter-
atomic interaction in carbon modifications it is 
necessary to investigate the character of the valence 
electrons energy redistribution in carbon 
nanomaterials applying the ultrasoft X-ray emission 
spectroscopy method.  

 
Results and discussion 

Electronic structure peculiarities of fullerenes, 
carbon onions and nanotubes have been 
investigated by means of the ultrasoft X-ray 
emission spectroscopy method. The СKα-emission 
bands have been measured using X-ray emission 
spectrometer PCM-500 with apparatus distortions 
0,2 eV. Specially made trap prevented additional 
underlying of the СKα-bands from hydrocarbons 
vapors.   

С60 fullerens investigated in the framework of 
the present paper were synthesized by the MER-
corporation. Carbon onions were formed from 
nanodiamonds obtained by the detonation synthesis 
method [10]. Nanodiamond particles were annealed 
in a high vacuum (10-5 Pa) in a way similar to [11] 
at 1500 ºС for 10 min. As a result onions particles 
with average size of about 5 nm and intershell 
distances 0,34-0,42 nm were obtained (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. High-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy image of carbon onions particles. 

Nanotubes were synthesized in E.V. Prilutski 
research laboratory in a low-temperature process of 
conversion of oxygen monoxide on cobalt catalyst. 
Nanotubes were formed by 5-10 walls and their 
diameter was 10-30 nm, length was several microns 
(Fig . 2).  

 

 
Fig. 2. High-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy image of nanotubes. 

 

It has been revealed that the π-band in CKα of 
fulleren C60 splits due to the different degrees of the 
π-overlapping over the C60 surface of рz-orbitals in 
atoms at distances of 0,139 and 0,144 nm (Fig. 3).  

 
Fig. 3. X-ray emission bands of 1) onions,  

2) С60 fullerenes. 
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In contrast to fullerenes degrees of such a  
π-overlapping of рz-orbitals in onions are equal 
since distances between atoms in each sphere are 
the same.  However, curvature of spherical atomic 
surfaces increases when deepening into the onion 
particle. So the π-overlapping degree of рz-orbitals 
decreases over the particle’s surface and increases 
within the particle.  

The π-overlapping of рz-orbitals within the 
spherical atomic surfaces in onion is noticeably 
smaller than that in fullerene but it increases when 
deepening into the onion particle. Therefore the 
mixed π+σ-subbands can appear within the onion 
particle due to the overlapping of the πрz-states and 
sp2-hybride orbitals. Occurrence of the π+σ-binding 
states is possible due to the fact that the diamond 
core of onion is covered by graphene sp2-atomic 
layers. These layers prevent from growth of flat 001 
graphene layers after sp3-hybrid bonds breaking.  

It has been shown that additional differences in 
degrees of π-overlapping in radial direction and 
along the nanotubes axis appear in nanotubes 
emission bands as compared with onions (Fig. 4).  

 
Fig. 4. X-ray emission bands of 1) onions,  

2) multi-wall carbon nanotubes. 
 

This overlapping is greater in radial planes within 
nanotubes.  рpπ-states with smaller energy involved 
in such a π-overlapping admix to рpσ-states. 
Degrees of рpπ-overlapping along the nanotubes 

axes are equal but smaller than that in radial 
direction within nanotubes. 

Conclusions 
Thus carbon onions in contrast to fullerenes 

are characterized by appearance of additional  
π+σ- and π-overlapping due to formation of onions 
nanoparticles with shells of different diameters. At 
the same time additional peculiarities appear in 
spectra of nanotubes in comparison with the  
СKα-bands of carbon onions due to differences in 
degrees of the π-overlapping in radial direction and 
along the nanotube axis.  
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